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1. INTRODUCTION 
The p-length of a group was first investigated by Hall and Higman in [2]. 
They obtained best-possible bounds for 2, in terms of eD for the case in 
which p is odd. For p = 2, however, the best-possible result is not known. 
In [I] it is proved that if G is a finite solvable group, then 
l,(G) < max (0,2e,(G) - 1). 
It was conjectured there that for the case e,(G) = 2, the stronger result 
I,(G) < 2 is true. It is the purpose of this note to prove this conjecture. A 
corollary is that 
l,(G) < max (e,(G), 2,(G) - 2). 
It is still an open question as to whether this can be improved to 1,(G) < e,(G). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
I f  G is a solvable group, the 2-length Z,(G) is the smallest number of 2- 
groups which can occur as factor groups in a normal series in which every 
factor is either a 2-or a 2’-group. e,(G) is the smallest n for which x2” = 1 
for all x in a Sylow 2-group of G. 
3. RESULTS 
Our main result will follow as a corollary to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite solvable linear group over a field F of 
characteristic 2 and assume G has no nontrivial normal 2-subgroup. Assume 
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further that (x - 1)3 = 0 holds identically in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then 
it follows that l,(G) < 1. 
Proof. Neither the hypothesis nor the conclusion of the theorem is 
affected by an extension of the field F, so that, without loss of generality, 
we may assume that F is algebraically closed. Since F is of characteristic 2, 
(X - 1)” = 0 implies that x4 = 1. Thus e,(G) < 2. Now if e,(G) = I then 
it is already known that l,(G) = 1. Hence we assume that e,(G) = 2. 
Now let N be the greatest normal 2’-subgroup of G and let I’ denote the 
space on which G operates. Take H to be the normal subgroup of G consisting 
of all elements which fix every minimal characteristic F-Q submodule for 
every normal 2’-subgroup Q. H has no normal nontrivial 2-subgroup and the 
largest normal 2’-subgroup of H is H n N. Now if g is an element of order 4 
in G, then g2 E H (see [I], Lemma 3.1) so H is larger than the identity. 
Let M be the largest normal nilpotent subgroup of H. M is a 2’-group, 
M A G, M contains its own centralizer in H, and M is of class 2 (see [I], 
Lemma 3.3). Now take Mi to be the Sylow pi-subgroup of M. Mi is a regular 
pi-group since Mi is of class at most 2 and qi is odd. The elements of order 
at most qi form a characteristic subgroup Ki of Mi . I f  K = KI x K, x *.., 
then no 2-element of H centralizes K. Finally let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of H and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing P. 
In Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.4 of [I] the following facts are proved: 
(1) IfgES, theng2EP. 
(2) Ifg,hEPandh2=I,then(g,h)=1. 
(3) PN ? G. 
To prove our theorem we need a stronger version of (2): 
LEMMA 3.2. If g E S, h E P, and h2 = 1, then (g, h) = 1. 
Proof. From (l), it follows that S/P is of exponent 2 and thus abelian. 
Hence P > S’. Now let tz = (g, h) and assume k # 1. K belongs to H so 
this implies that (Ki , h) # 1 for some Ki . I f  V = Vr @ V, @ **a is the 
decomposition of I’ into minimal characteristic F - KC submodules, then 
(KC , K) # 1 on some Vj , VI say. Since h and k are in H, they fix V, . Suppose 
that g did not fix V, . This would imply ([2], p. 13) that gs is the identity 
on V, . Thus on VI , k = (g, h) = (gh)2. Thus (gh)2 is not the identity on 
VI . It follows that gh must fix VI or otherwise gh would not satisfy 
(x - I)” = 0. But if both gh and h fix V, , then so does g, contrary to sup- 
position. 
Therefore g fixes VI . Now take Q, g, , h, to be the restrictions of Ki , g, h, 
respectively, to V, . We have that h12 = 1 and (Q, (gl , h,)) # 1. The remain- 
der of the proof is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 4.2 in [I]. 
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COROLLARY. If g, h E s, then (g, h2) = (g, h)2 Tm= I. 
Proof. h2 is of order at most 2 in P so (g, hY) =T 1. Then 
(g, h) =- gZghh2gh = g”h”(gh)2. 
g”, h”, and (gh)” commute so (g, h)” = 1. 
To finish the proof of the theorem let S, he the subgroup of S such that 
&N/N is the greatest normal 2-subgroup of G/N. S, r> P by (3). Let Pl 
he the set of all elements of P which are of order at most 2. P,N/N is a normal 
ahelian 2-group in G;N. Now take C to he the normal subgroup of G/N 
consisting of all elements which centralize both P,N/N and (S,N/N)/(P,N/N) 
Now any 2’-element belonging to C would have to centralize SIN/N which 
contradicts Lemma 1.2.3 of [2]. Th us C is a 2-group. But if g E S, then g 
centralizes P, , and, from S’ f  P and the corollary, it follows that g also 
centralizes S/P, . Therefore C = SNIN f  rom which it follows that Z,(G) = 1. 
COROLLARY. If G is a jnite solvable group whose Sylow 2-groups are of 
exponent 4, then Z,(G) < 2. 
Proof. Let1=P,(]N,~P,~N,~~~~~P,~N~=Ghetheupper 
2-series of G. G/P, is represented faithfullly on PJF whereFIN, is the Frattini 
subgroup of PJN,, . P,/F can be considered as a vector space over the field 
with 2 elements. Now if a 2-element of G/P, did not satisfy (X - 1)3 = 0 
then we would have e,(G) 3 3 ([2], Lemma 3.1.2). Hence the hypothesis of 
the theorem is satisfied and we obtain Z,(G/P,) < 1. Obviously then Z,(G) < 2. 
COROLLARY. If G is a finite solvable group, then 
Z,(G) < max (e,(G), 2e,(G) -- 2). 
Proof. For e,(G) ‘1 2, this follows, using Theorem B of [I], by an induc- 
tion argument (see [I], Section 2). 
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